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DC1

Chapter 7 Section 2

 

Determination  Change of Placement  

 Yes= On the Manifestation Determination Review form, either the change of placement or not a   

           change of placement box is checked.

 No=   On the Manifestation Determination Review (MDR) form, neither the change of placement or not  

           a change of placement box is checked.

DC2

Chapter 7

Section 2.B

 

Procedural Safeguards

Change of Placement

Yes=   If school personnel determined the removal was a change of placement, did the parent receive   

           all of the following:  1.  same day written notice of the removal,2.  Prior Written Notice (PWN) 

           and 3.  the procedural safeguards?

No=    If school personnel determined the removal was a change of placement and the parent did not   

           receive 1.  same day written notice of the removal, 2.  PWN and/or 3.  the procedural  

           safeguards.    

NA=   School personnel determined the removal was not a change of placement.

DC3

Chapter 7 Section 2.C

 

Manifestation Determination procedures 

Change of Placement

Yes=   If school personnel determined the removal was a change of placement:  1.  The MDR was  

           held within 10 school days, 2.  parents were notified in writing of the MDR meeting, and the 

           MDR team included the student's parent, an individual from the school district who is 

           knowledgeable about the student and interpretation of the behavior and any relevant members 

           of the IEP Team, as determined by the parent and the school district and 3.  all pertinent  

           information in the student's file, including the student's IEP, any teacher observations, and any 

           relevant information provided by the parents which has been reviewed.

No=    If school personnel determined the removal was a change of placement and one or more of the 

           "Yes" criteria was not met.

NA=    School personnel determined the removal was not a change of placement.

Discipline Review Checklist

MM/DD/YYYY

MM/DD/YYYY

WVDE  July  2013

DC4

Chapter 7 Section 2.C

Manifestation of the student's disability

 Yes=    If school personnel determined the removal was a manifestation:  1.  a Functional Behavioral 

             Assessment (FBA) was administered and 2.a Behavior Improvement Plan (BIP) was developed 

             or an existing BIP was reviewed and revised, as needed, to address the          current 

             behavior(s); and 3. the student was returned to the previous placement (except drugs,          

             weapons or serious bodily injury removals) unless the parent and  district mutually agreed to 

             change the student's placement. 

No=      If school personnel determined the removal was a manifestation and one or more of the above                   

            "Yes" criteria was not met.

NA=     School personnel determined the removal was not a manifestation.

DC5

Chapter 7 Section 2.C

Not a manifestation of the student's disability

Yes=    If school personnel determined the removal was not a manifestation; 1.  disciplinary action          

             was administered, 2.  an IEP was developed that specifies educational services enabling the

             student to continue to participate in the general curriculum, although in another setting, and to          

             progress toward IEP goals; and 3. an FBA and BIP, as appropriate, to address the behavior              

             violation. 

No=      If school personnel determined the removal was a manifestation and one or more of the above                   

            "Yes" criteria was not met.

NA=     School personnel determined the removal was not a manifestation.

DC6

Chapter 7 Section 2.C

Teacher consultation

Yes=  For each subsequent removal beyond 10 cumulative school days that is not a change of      

           placement school personnel, in consultation with at least one teacher of the student, 

           determined the extent services were needed to enable the student to continue to participate in 

           the general education curriculum, although in another setting, and to make progress toward IEP 

           goals.

 No=   If school personnel determined the removal was not a change of placement and one or more of 

           the "Yes" criteria was not met.

NA=    School personnel determined the removal was a change of placement.

DC7

Chapter 7 Section 2.C

Positive behavior supports and intervention

 Yes= The student's file provides evidence that 1.  positive behavior supports

           and interventions have been considered in IEP development ( present levels of performance,   

           goals services and/or BIPs); and/or 2.  are imbedded in the school-wide positive system of 

           supports for all students.

No=    The student's file does not provide evidence that positive behavior supports

           and interventions have been considered in IEP development ( present levels of performance, 

           annual goals services and/or BIPs); and/or are integrated in the school-wide positive system of 

           supports for all students.
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		General		12/31/1899		12/31/1899		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		N		 		 		0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0				1

				12/31/1899		12/31/1899		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		N		 		 		0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0				1

				12/31/1899		12/31/1899		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		N		 		 		0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0				1

				12/31/1899		12/31/1899		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		N		 		 		0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0				1

				12/31/1899		12/31/1899		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		N		 		 		0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0				1

				12/31/1899		12/31/1899		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		N		 		 		0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0				1

				12/31/1899		12/31/1899		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		N		 		 		0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0				1

				12/31/1899		12/31/1899		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		N		 		 		0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0				1

				12/31/1899		12/31/1899		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		N		 		 		0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0				1

				12/31/1899		12/31/1899		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		N		 		 		0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0				1

				12/31/1899		12/31/1899		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		N		 		 		0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0				1

				12/31/1899		12/31/1899		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		N		 		 		0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0				1

				12/31/1899		12/31/1899		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		N		 		 		0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0				1

				12/31/1899		12/31/1899		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		N		 		 		0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0				1

				12/31/1899		12/31/1899		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		N		 		 		0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0				1

				12/31/1899		12/31/1899		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		N		 		 		0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0				1

				12/31/1899		12/31/1899		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		N		 		 		0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0				1

				12/31/1899		12/31/1899		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		N		 		 		0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0				1

				12/31/1899		12/31/1899		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		Y		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		N		 		 		0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0				0		0				0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0				1
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Correction Key

				Correction Key

				Any IEP with multiple findings may require the IEP Team to reconvene.



				Item		Description 		Student Correction 



				AF1		Finance - Budget and Expenditures		To be determined per violation.

				AF2		Finance - Time/Effort		Submit semi-annual sign off or daily activity log indicating alignment between budget and personnel assignments.

				AF3		Finance - Audit Findings		Submit audit report documenting correction of findings.

				AF4		Instructional Groupings		Submit per period class rosters showing similar social, functional and or academic groupings.

				AF5		Certification/Caseloads		Submit teacher certifications and caseloads demonstrating alignment with state policies.

				AF6		Full Instructional Day		Submit bus schedules aligned to school bell-to-bell schedule; submit doctors orders justifying consideration of a shortened school day; and/or provide compensatory educational services.

				AF7		Special Education Classroom: Location and Comparable		Submit updated schematic to indicate appropriate location and/or documentation of classroom improvements.

				AF8		Other 		To be determined per violation.



				AS1		State wide (All WV MAPS)		Amend IEP with parental agreement to address assessment participation, conditions and alignment with present levels and/or IEP services.

				AS2		APTA Justification statement		Amend IEP with parental agreement to include APTA justification.



				DC1		Change of Placement: Determination		Notify parent of procedural error.

				DC2		Change of Placement: Procedural Safeguards		Notify parent of procedural error.

				DC3		Change of Placement:  Manifestation Determination procedures		Notify parent of procedural error.

				DC4		Manifestation Determination		Notify parent of procedural error.

				DC5		Not a Manifestation		Notify parent of procedural error.

				DC6		Teacher Consultation		Notify parent of procedural error.

				DC7		Positive Behavior Supports and Intervention		Notify parent of procedural error.



				EL1		Parent Permission for initial evaluation or reevaluation		Notify parents of procedural error(s) and for an initial evaluation obtain parental consent or for reevaluation document a minimum of three attempts to obtain parental consent.

				EL2		Parent Input was used in determining eligibility and gathering relevant functional/developmental information		Obtain parental input and reconvene EC to determine student's eligibility or provide evidence of attempts made to obtain parental input.

				EL3		Evaluation Procedures		Complete all required assessments and reconvene EC to consider all required assessments and written reports.  Provide results to the IEP Team to consider any educational implications.

				EL4		Evaluation documentation consistent with eligibility criteria		Reconvene EC to determine appropriate eligibility.



				GS1		IEP Amendment		Notify parent of procedural error(s) and provide parent with a compliant amendment.

				GS2		Prior Written Notice (PWN)		Notify parent of procedural error(s) and provide parent with a compliant PWN.



				IEP 1		IEP Annually Reviewed		If IEP is not current, notify parent of procedural error(s) and reconvene IEP.  If IEP is now current, no action required.

				IEP 2		IEP Team Properly Staffed		Reconvene with required  members or reconvene with appropriate documentation of excusal and in lieu of attendance report.

				IEP 3		ESY Services		Reconvene IEP Team to determine and document ESY services aligned with critical skills.

				IEP 4		Transfer of Rights (Age of Majority)		Documentation of consultation with student regarding transfer of rights.

				IEP 5		Present Level : Progress in GEE		Reconvene IEP Team to address progress in GEE.

				IEP 6		Present Level: Objective/Measurable		Reconvene IEP Team to restate present level narrative in objective and measurable terms.

				IEP 7		Present Level: Performance Gap		Reconvene IEP Team to restate present level narrative to identify performance gaps.

				IEP 8		Progress Updates to Parents		Amend IEPwith parental agreement to include a statement of how and when progress will be reported to parents.

				IEP 9		Critical Skills		Amend IEP with parental agreement to identify critical skill(s).

				IEP 10		Goal - Timeframe		Amend IEP with parental agreement to include an appropriate Timeframe statement.

				IEP 11		Goal - Condition		Amend IEP with parental agreement to include an appropriate Condition statement.

				IEP 12		Goal - Behavior		Amend IEP with parental agreement to include an appropriate Behavior statement.

				IEP 13		Goal - Criteria		Amend IEP with parental agreement to include an appropriate Criteria statement.

				IEP 14		Goal - Procedure		Amend IEP with parental agreement to include an appropriate Procedure statement.



				LRE1		Placement:  Extent of Participation with non-exceptional students		Amend IEP with parental agreement to explain the extent, if any, to which the student WILL NOT participate with non-exceptional peers.

				LRE2		Placement: Percentage of Time		Amend IEP with parental agreement to include the percentage of time the student will participate in GEE and SEE.

				LRE3		Placement Options (LRE Code)		Amend IEP with parental agreement to indicate the appropriate LRE code as calculated against the placement percentage.

				LRE4		Initial Placement:  Parental Consent 		Notify parents of procedural error(s) and obtain parental consent.



				MN1		8 Day Notice		Notify parents of procedural error(s). If parent was not in attendance, reschedule IEP and send  meeting notice.

				MN2		Reason for Meeting/Invited Members		Notify parents of procedural error(s). If appropriate membership was not in attendance, reschedule IEP with appropriate membership.

				MN3		Procedural Safeguards		Notify parents of procedural error(s) and send procedural safeguards.

				MN4		Parent Invitation		Notify parents of procedural error(s).   If parent was not in attendance, reschedule IEP and send  meeting notice.



				SR1		Supplementary Service: Identified		Amend IEP with parental agreement to include all required components of Supplementary Aides and Services.                                     

				SR2		Supplementary Service: Location

				SR3		Supplementary Service: Extent/ Frequency

				SR4		Supplementary Service: Initiation Date

				SR5		Supplementary Service: Duration Date

				SR6		Special Service: Identified		Amend IEP with parental agreement to include all required components of Special Education Services.

				SR7		Special Service: Location

				SR8		Special Service: Extent/ Frequency

				SR9		Special Service: Initiation Date

				SR10		Special Service: Duration Date

				SR11		Related Service: Identified		Amend IEPwith parental agreement to include all required components of Related Services.

				SR12		Related Service: Location

				SR13		Related Service: Extent/ Frequency

				SR14		Related Service: Initiation Date

				SR15		Related Service: Duration Date



				SV1		Specially Designed service(s) are delivered as written on the IEP.		Submit student, teacher and the school "bell to bell" schedules to document implementation of services specified on the student's IEP.



				TR1		Permission to Invite Agency		Notify parents of procedural error(s) and obtain parental consent.

				TR2		Agency Invited		Invite the agency, upon confirmation of agency attendance, reconvene IEP Team.

				TR3		Post Secondary Goal: Education/ Training		Amend IEP with parental agreement to include the required components of a measurable goal.

				TR4		Post Secondary Goal: Employment		Amend IEP with parental agreement to include the required components of a measurable goal.

				TR5		Post Secondary Goal: Living		Amend IEP with parental agreement to included the required components of a measurable goal.

				TR6		Age Appropriate Transition Assessment		Amend IEP with parental agreement to document assessments used in the development of postsecondary transition goals.

				TR7		Course of Study		Amend IEP with parent agreement to document Pathway, Cluster and/or Concentration aligns to the postsecondary goals.

				TR8		Student Invitation to IEP Team Meeting		Reconvene with student participation/input or if no response from student, document as per criteria.

				TR9		Transition Services 		Amend IEP with parental agreement to select the transition service area, determine party responsible and describe the services.

				TR10		Annual Goals Relating to Transition Services		Amend IEP with parental agreement to document an annual goal relating to transition services.
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Main Logo


Abbreviated Logo/Graphic


LEA Compliance Monitoring Database Rollout


The West Virginia Department of Education (WVDE), Office of Special Programs (OSP), 
compliance unit has created a digital resource for collecting and synthesizing compliance 
data. The DigitalComplianceAssistant was piloted across fourteen districts during the 
2011/12 monitoring year and will be officially adopted as the primary means for collecting 
on-site compliance data during the 2012/13 year.


Given the efficiency of the DCA, the OSP is making available an LEA version that will 
assist in collecting and analyzing file review data. The LEA version of the DCA allows for 
data collection relating to general IEP compliance with a special focus on Post-Secondary 
Transition, Discipline Procedures, IEP Services and Eligibility.


It is anticipated the DCA will quickly and accurately pinpoint areas of proficiency and 
needed improvement for adoptive district. The anticipation of impact is predicated on 
the fact that the DCA is a compact version of the SEA tool. All SEA sponsored On-Site 
Monitoring will utilize the same protocols and analysis logic as is imbedded into the 
provided LEA DCA.


The DCA is an optional free tool available to all West Virginia LEA’s with no additional cost 
beyond those outlined in the system requirements.


Windows
1.3GHz or faster processor
Microsoft Windows® and Office®
512MB of RAM (1GB recommended)
1.9GB of available hard-disk space
1024x576 display
DVD-ROM drive
Internet Accessibility


Mac OS
Intel® processor
Mac OS X v10.5.8 or v10.6.4
512MB of RAM (1GB recommended)
1.2GB of available hard-disk space
1024x768 display
DVD-ROM drive
Microsoft Office®
Internet Accessibility


Notes:
Not for use on Tablets
Excel® familiarity recommended
Adobe® familiarity recommended


•	 Adobe Acrobat X Pro


•	 Microsoft Office®, Excel®


•	 Dedicated Computer with Internet Connectivity


O f f i c e  o f  S p e c i a l  P r o g r a m s


Main Logo


Abbreviated Logo/Graphic


SystemRequirements
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Adobe Acrobat X Pro Download Procedure 
Before starting this procedure, it is recommended that all open documents be saved and any open applications be 


closed. 


1. Accessing the network installation point for Adobe Acrobat X Pro 


a. Typically upon loading the CD into the computer, the download procedure will auto run.  If not, proceed 


to items b. through d. of this section. 


b. Click the Start menu button, and click Computer. 


c. Locate and click on the CD/DVD Drive to begin the installation process. 


 


 


 


 


  


 


 


 


 


d. If you get a Security Warning screen, click Run. 


 
 


b


. 


c


. 







e. In the Files Are Ready window, verify Launch Adobe Acrobat X is checked and click Finish. 


 
f. If a User Account Control window opens, click Yes. 


 
 


2. Installing Adobe Acrobat X Pro 


a. In the Setup window, select English (United States) and click OK.


 
b. In the Adobe Acrobat X Pro window, click Next. 







c. In the Customer Information window, enter your name, your department, and the serial number issued 


to you upon payment for the Adobe Acrobat Professional X license, and click Next. 


 
d. In the Setup Type window, select the installation type you prefer and click Next. 


NOTE: Selecting Complete will install all applications and components in their entirety to your computer, 


which is recommended for Adobe Acrobat X Pro, especially for computers that may not always be 


connected to a network.  


 
e. In the Destination Folder window click Next. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







f. In the Ready to Install the Program window, click Install.


 
g. In the Setup Completed window click Finish. 


 
3. Accessing Adobe Acrobat X Pro  


A. To access Adobe Acrobat X Pro, click the Windows Start button, All Programs, Adobe Acrobat X Pro. 


B. The first time accessing Adobe Acrobat X Pro, an Adobe Software License Agreement window will appear. Click Accept. 


 








Please wait... 
  
If this message is not eventually replaced by the proper contents of the document, your PDF 
viewer may not be able to display this type of document. 
  
You can upgrade to the latest version of Adobe Reader for Windows®, Mac, or Linux® by 
visiting  http://www.adobe.com/products/acrobat/readstep2.html. 
  
For more assistance with Adobe Reader visit  http://www.adobe.com/support/products/
acrreader.html. 
  
Windows is either a registered trademark or a trademark of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other countries. Mac is a trademark 
of Apple Inc., registered in the United States and other countries. Linux is the registered trademark of Linus Torvalds in the U.S. and other 
countries.





IEP Type

MM/DD/YYYY

MM/DD/YYYY

IEP - General Requirements

LRE - Placement

TR - Transition

EL - Eligibility

GS - General Supervision

SR - IEP Services 

AS - Assessments 

MN - Meeting Notice

Item Key

WVDE July 2013

General File Review

ITEM

Authority

Compliance Item

Criteria

MN1

8 Day Notice

Yes = 8 day Notice observed or waived per documentation.

No =  8 day Notice not observed or  documentation to waive                                             

            notice not available.                    

MN2

Reason for Meeting/ Invited Members

Yes = The meeting purpose and applicable subtype is selected.  

            The meeting purpose is aligned with required members.

No =  The appropriate meeting purpose was not selected or the 

            required members did not align with the meeting  

            purpose.                   

MN3

Chapter 10

Section 2.B

 IDEA §300.504

Procedural Safeguards

Yes = One of the boxes indicating method of delivery must be 

            checked on meeting notice or other evidence of 

            procedural safeguard provided to the parent.

No = The box was not checked and no other evidence of 

           procedural safeguard provided to the parent.

MN4                  

Parent Invitation

Yes = Parent response to invitation is recorded or  

            documentation of reasonable (2 or more) attempts to                  

            contact the parent is documented. The district 

            documented parent response/options.    

No = Parent response not recorded or insufficient 

           documentation of attempts or the district did not consider 

           parent response/options.

GS1

Chapter 5 Section 3.B

IDEA §300.324

(a)(6)

 

IEP Amendment

Yes =  IEP amendment addresses required components and 

            evidence the parent was provided a copy.  

No =   The amendment does not address required components; 

            no evidence parent provided a copy of the IEP.

N/A =  No amendment was attached to the IEP. 

Criteria

Authority

Compliance Item

ITEM			

ITEM			

Authority

Compliance Item

Criteria

IEP1

Chapter 5 Section 1.C

 IDEA §300.324

(b)(3)(1)

The current IEP has been reviewed within one year from the date of the previous IEP.

Yes =  IEP was reviewed within 365 days (e.g., April 5 to April 5). 

No =   IEP not reviewed within 365 days.

N/A =  Initial IEP only.

IEP2

Chapter 5 Section 1.D

 IDEA §300.321

(a)(2)(3)

 

The IEP Team consists of:

  *General education teacher of the 

    student,

  *Special education teacher of the 

   student, and

  *Representative of the district 

   (administrator or designee qualified to  

   provide or supervise special education)

Yes =  Documentation of attendance at meeting or written 

           agreement, signed by parent and district representative, 

           indicating excusal was approved with input from the 

           excused member. (In Lieu of Attendance form)  

No =   Documentation of attendance and/or procedurally 

           correct excusal form was unavailable.     

 

           NOTE: For CD only students: speech therapist may serve 

           as the district representative. 

IEP3

Chapter 5 Section 2.H

IDEA §300.106

ESY Services

Yes =  ESY services are related to the critical skills identified in 

            the previous IEP or IEP team determined need.

No =    ESY services are not related to the critical skills identified 

            in the previous IEP or IEP team determined needs.

NA =    Student does not need ESY.

IEP4

Chapter 5 Section 2.F

 IDEA §300.320

(c)

 

Parent and student are informed prior to the students 18th birthday of transfer of educational rights

Yes = At least one year before the student turned 18, the student 

and parent were informed that rights under Part B will transfer          on 18th birthday. Documentation found in file and/or student initials found on IEP.

No =  Was done after 17th birthday OR no documentation. 

NA =  Was not required because student is less than 17 years of 

           age. 

ITEM			

Authority

Compliance Item

Criteria

TR1

Chapter 5  Section 1.F.4.c

 IDEA §300.321

(7)(b)(3)

 

Parent or adult student provided permission to invite the agency(ies) to the transition IEP meeting

 

 (Note, may need to review previous IEPs or other documentation for consent.)

Yes = Parent or adult student consent was obtained prior to 

          district invitation of agencies providing transition services.

No =   Parent or adult student consent was not obtained prior to 

          district invitation of agencies providing transition services.

NA=   IEP states no agency is needed at this time or student was 14 years of age or younger as of the date of the IEP.

         

TR2

IDEA §300.321

(7)(b)(3)

 

Agency representatives were invited to transition meeting

Yes = Documentation that notice was sent to agency represen-  

          tatives or signature of agency representative on the IEP.           

No =  No documentation that the notice was sent to agency  

          representatives nor was there signature of agency  

          representative on the IEP.

NA = Statement or other evidence that no agency(s) identified at    this time or student was 14 years of age or younger as of the date of the IEP

TR3

IDEA §300.320

(b)(1)

 

There is an appropriate measurable postsecondary goal that addresses education or training after high school.

Yes =  The IEP contains at least one appropriate postsecondary 

            goal in the area of education or training that is: 

      *Measurable; 

      *Founded in Present Level; and

      *Supported by assessment results.

 No =   The IEP does not contain a postsecondary goal in the area 

            of education or training the goal is not measurable or the 

            goal does not align with present levels of performance and 

            assessment results.

NA =  Student was 14 years or younger as of the date of the IEP.

TR4

IDEA §300.320

(b)(1)

 

There is an appropriate measurable postsecondary goal that addresses employment after high school.

Yes =  The IEP contains at least one appropriate postsecondary 

            goal in the area of employment that is:

      ·Measurable 

      ·Founded in PL and

      ·Supported by assessment results

No =   The IEP does not contain a postsecondary goal in the area 

            of employment, the goal is not measurable or the goal 

            does not align with present levels of performance and 

            assessment results.

NA =   Student was 14 years or younger as of the date of the IEP.

ITEM			

Authority

Compliance Item

Criteria

TR5

IDEA §300.320

(b)(1)

 

If needed, there is an appropriate measurable postsecondary goal that addresses independent living.

Yes = The IEP contains at least one appropriate postsecondary goal in  

           the area of independent living that is:

      ·Measurable; 

      ·Founded in Present Level; and

      ·Supported by assessment results.

No=   The IEP does not contain a postsecondary goal in the area of 

           independent living, the goal is not measurable or the goal does not 

           align with present levels of performance and assessment results.

NA=   An independent living goal is not appropriate for the student.

TR6

IDEA §300.320

(b)(1)

 

Postsecondary goal(s) are based on age appropriate transition assessments.

Yes =  The file contains documentation that age appropriate transition 

            assessment(s) were used to develop student's postsecondary 

            goals.

No =   The file does NOT contain documentation that age appropriate 

            transition assessment(s) were used to develop student's 

            postsecondary goals.

NA =  Student was 14 years or younger as of the date of the IEP.

TR7

IDEA §300.320

(b)(2)

 

Transition services include courses of study that will enable the student to meet postsecondary goal(s).

Yes =   Courses of study are indicated by Pathway and Cluster and are 

            aligned to the postsecondary goals. 

No =    No Pathway or Cluster selected and/or not aligned to the 

            postsecondary goals. 

NA =   Student was 14 years or younger as of the date of the IEP.

TR8

IDEA §300.321

(b)(1)

 

There is evidence that the student was invited to the IEP meeting.

Yes =  File contains the student's invitation to the IEP meeting or the 

            student signature was on the IEP.  

No =   File does NOT contain the student's invitation to the IEP meeting.

NA = Student was 14 years or younger as of the date of the IEP.

TR9

There are annual IEP goal(s) related to the student's transition services needs?

Yes =  At least one area is indicated by checking an appropriate box and 

            is connected to at least one annual goal.

 No=   No area has been selected and/or  it is not connected

            to at least one annual goal.

NA =  Student was 14 years or younger as of the date of the IEP.

TR10

There are transition services in the IEP that will reasonably enable the student to meet his or her post-secondary goals.

Yes =  At least one or more activities/linkages are addressed by selection 

            of the party responsible and a description of services to be 

            provided.

No =   No activity/linkage has been addressed by selecting the party

           responsible and/or the description of services to be provided

           is not present.

NA = Student was 14 years or younger as of the date of the IEP. 

Present Levels

ITEM			

Authority

Compliance Item

Criteria

IEP5

Chapter 5

Section 2.D

 IDEA §300.320

(1)(i)

Present Levels:  Progress in General Curriculum

Yes = Present levels include how the disability affects involvement/

           progress in general curriculum.  (If preschool, how disability affects 

            participation in appropriate activities.)

No =  Present levels do not include how the disability affects involvement/

          progress in general curriculum.  

IEP6

Chapter 5

Section 2.D

 

Communication of Present Levels 

Yes = Written in objective, measurable terms and easy-to-understand non-

           technical language.

No =   Not written in objective, measurable terms and easy-to-understand 

           non-technical language.

IEP7

Chapter 5

Section 2.D

 

Present Levels: Performance Gaps

Yes = Articulate gaps between student's grade level expectations and his 

           or her demonstrated performance without defining recommendations 

           for placement. 

No =   Does not articulate gaps between student's grade level expectations 

           and/or his or her demonstrated performance and/or defines 

           recommendations for placement. 

IEP 8

Chapter 5

Section 2.D

 

Progress Reporting to Parents

Yes = The IEP specifies How and When the progress toward the IEP 

           annual goals and objectives will be reported to the parent.(as 

           frequently as typical peers)

No =  The IEP does not specify How and/or When the progress toward the 

           IEP annual goals and objectives will be reported to the parent.

IEP 9

Chapter 5

Section 2.D

 

Critical Skills

Yes = The IEP contains at least one critical skill.

No =   The IEP does not contain at least one critical skill

NA =  The student is Gifted

Yes =  identifies the circumstances under which the behavior will occur and  the specially designed instruction necessary for the student to perform the behavior. 

         No = Not stated or does not describe specially designed instruction necessary for the student to perform the behavior. 

 

NA = No goal written         

Yes = Identifies the specific evaluation method(s) required to determine whether the goal/objective has been attained.

 

No = Not stated or does not  Identify the specific evaluation method(s) required to determine whether the goal/objective has been attained.

 

NA = No goal written

Yes = Stated in positive terms, the behavior refers to observable, measurable actions the student will perform.

No = Not stated or does not state in positive terms with the behavior in observable, measurable terms.

 

NA = No goal written

Yes =  Specifies the expected amount of growth or level of performance (how much, how often and to what standards) required to achieve the goal.

 

No = Not stated or does not specify the expected amount of growth 

 

NA = No goal written

Yes = Timeframe included and does not exceed one 

year.

 

No = Not included or exceeds one year.

 

NA = No goal written

Evaluation Procedure

Evaluation Criteria

Behavior

Conditions 

 Timeframe

IEP10

IEP13

IEP14

IEP11

IEP12

Annual

 Goals

ITEM			

Compliance Item

Criteria

SR1

Supplementary Services: Identified

Yes=   Appropriate supplementary services are identified or justified 

           within the Present Level narratives. 

No=    Supplementary services are not identified or justified within 

           the Present Level narratives.

NA=   No Supplemental Services Listed

SR2

Supplementary Services: Location 

Yes =  Supplementary Services is a location within the GEE

No=    Supplementary services are not identified as GEE

NA=   No Supplemental Services Listed

The GEE location should be specific as to where the service is provided. When listed as "GEE", then documentation across all settings should be available.

SR3

Supplementary Services:  Extent/Frequency

Yes =  A specific quantitative amount of time or a specific description of

            instructional/environmental circumstances. 

No=     Amount of time or circumstance is not specific.

NA=   No Supplemental Services Listed

SR4

Supplementary Services : Initiation Date

Yes = Initiation date is not less than 5 days after the IEP Team meeting 

           date AND includes month, day and year.

No=    Initiation date is less than 5 days after the IEP Team meeting 

           date and/or does not include month, day and year.

NA=  No Supplemental Services Listed

SR5

Supplementary Services: Duration Date

Yes = Duration date must include month and year

No=    Duration date is missing month and/or year

NA=  No Supplemental Services Listed

The GEE location should be specific as to where the service is provided. When listed as "GEE", then documentation across all settings should be available.

Supplemental

SUPPLEMENTAL

SR6

Special Services: Identified

Yes=   Appropriate special services are identified or justified 

           within the Present Level narratives. 

No=    Special Services are not identified or justified within 

           the Present Level narratives.

SR7

Special Services: Location 

Yes =  Special Services location(s) are identified 

No=    Special Services location(s) are NOT identified 

 

SR8

Special Services:  Extent/Frequency

Yes =  A specific quantitative amount of time or a specific description of

            instructional/environmental circumstances. 

No=     Amount of time or circumstance is not specific.

SR9

Special Services : Initiation Date

Yes = Initiation date is not less than 5 days after the IEP Team meeting 

           date AND includes month, day and year.

No=    Initiation date is less than 5 days after the IEP Team meeting 

           date and/or does not include month, day and year.

SR10

Special Services: Duration Date

Yes = Duration date must include month and year

No=    Duration date is missing month and/or year

Special

SPECIAL

Related

RELATED

SR11

Related Services: Identified

Yes=   Appropriate related services are identified or justified 

           within the Present Level narratives. 

No=    Related services are not identified or justified within 

           the Present Level narratives.

NA=   No related services listed

SR12

Related Services: Location 

Yes =  Related Services location(s) are identified

No=    Related Services location(s) are NOT identified 

NA=   No related services listed

SR13

Related Services:  Extent/Frequency

Yes =  A specific quantitative amount of time or a specific description of

            instructional/environmental circumstances. 

No=     Amount of time or circumstance is not specific.

NA=   No related services listed

SR14

Related Services : Initiation Date

Yes = Initiation date is not less than 5 days after the IEP Team meeting 

           date AND includes month, day and year.

No=    Initiation date is less than 5 days after the IEP Team meeting 

           date and/or does not include month, day and year.

NA=  No related services listed

SR15

Related Services: Duration Date

Yes = Duration date must include month and year

No=    Duration date is missing month and/or year

NA=  No related services listed

Assessment Participation

Statewide Assessments

APTA

AS2

APTA justification statement

Yes = Student's IEP contains a justification statement as to why student 

           is not being administered WESTEST2 

No =   Student selected for APTA with no justification

NA = Student selected for participation in WESTEST2 or in grades PreK 

           through 2 

 

ITEM

Authority

Compliance Item

Criteria

AS1

IDEA §300.320

(a)(6)

Statewide (All WV MAPS)

Yes = Testing condition is indicated as either standard or with 

           accommodations and selected accommodations are aligned with 

           IEP services and or Present Levels of Academic and Functional 

           Performance.

No =  Testing condition is not indicated as either standard or with 

           accommodations and/ or "With Accommodation" was selected but 

           no accommodation selected that is aligned with IEP Present 

           Levels and/or Services

NA = No selection made. (Is only permissible for PreK through Grade 2 

          students)

ITEM			

Authority

Compliance Item

Criteria

LRE1

Chapter 5 Section 2.J

IDEA §300.320

(a)(5)

Placement: Extent of participation with non-exceptional students.

Yes =  Explains the extent, if any, to which the student will not    

           participate in the general education classroom, the general 

           education curriculum, or extracurricular or other non-academic 

           activities.          

No =   Does not explain the extent 

NA = 100% GEE

LRE2

IDEA §300.320

(a)(4)

Placement: Percentage of Time

Yes = Percentage of time in special education and general education is 

          indicated (For students 3-5 must also include hours per week in 

          regular early childhood program.) 

No =  Percentage of time not indicated. 

LRE3

IDEA §300.320

(a)(4)

Placement Options (LRE Code)

Yes = An appropriate placement option (LRE Code) is selected.

No =  An inappropriate or no LRE Code is selected.

LRE4

Chapter 5 Section 2.K

IDEA §300.300

(b)(2)

Initial Placement:  Parental Consent

 

Yes = District/agency obtained parental consent for initial placement. 

No =   District/agency did not obtain parental consent for initial 

           placement prior to IEP implementation. 

NA =  Not an Initial IEP

ITEM			

Authority

Compliance Item

Criteria

EL1

Chapter 4

 IDEA §300.300

 

Parental consent for initial evaluation or reevaluation

Yes = Signed consent form on file with date preceding initial evaluation.(For 

           reevaluation, at least 3 documented contact attempts with no less 

           than 30 days latency)

No =  Appropriate procedures not followed (See Policy 2419, Ch.3 Section 3.B.) 

NA=  Initial or Reevaluation not addressed during the current school year.

EL2

Chapter 4

 IDEA §300.305

(a)(1)(i)

Parent input was used in determining eligibility and gathering relevant functional/developmental information 

Yes = Parent signature on eligibility document, evidence of parental input, or 

          evidence of attempts made to obtain parental input for evaluation.

No=   No evidence of parental input

NA=  Initial or Reevaluation not addressed within the previous 365 days.

EL3

Chapter 4

 IDEA §300.304

(c)(4)

Evaluation Procedures

Yes = Evidence that noted areas of concern have been evaluated and are 

          documented in the evaluation report(s).

No=   No evidence that noted areas of concern were evaluated and  

          documented in the evaluation report(s).

NA=  Initial or Reevaluation not addressed within the previous 365 days.

EL4

Chapter 4

 IDEA §300.306

 

Evaluation documentation consistent with eligibility criteria

Yes = Eligibility determination is supported by, and consistent with, the 

           information contained in the evaluation report(s).

No =  Appropriate procedures not followed (See Policy 2419, Ch.4 Section 2) 

NA=  Initial or Reevaluation not addressed within the previous 365 days.

ITEM			

Authority

Compliance Item

Criteria

GS2

Chapter 5 Section 3.B

IDEA §300.324

(a)(6)

 

Prior Written Notice

Yes = Addresses all required components and justifies the action 

          taken by the IEP team as documented within the IEP.

No = "N/A", or Blank fields
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Transition File Review Checklist

MM/DD/YYYY

MM/DD/YYYY

ITEM			

Authority

Compliance Item

Criteria

IEP1

Chapter 5 Section 1.C

 IDEA §300.324

(b)(3)(1)

The current IEP has been reviewed within one year from the date of the previous IEP.

Yes = within 365 days (e.g., April 5 to April 5) 

No= IEP date exceeds 365 days

NA = Initial IEP only

TR1

Chapter 5  Section 1.F.4.c

 IDEA §300.321

(7)(b)(3)

 

Parent or adult student provided permission to invite the agency(ies) to the transition IEP meeting

(Note, may need to review previous IEPs or other documentation for consent.)

Yes = Parent or adult student consent was obtained prior to district invitation of agencies providing transition services 

No= Parent or adult student consent was not obtained prior to district invitation of agencies providing transition services. 

NA= IEP states no agency is needed at this time or student was 14 or younger.

TR2

IDEA §300.321

(7)(b)(3)

 

Agency representatives were invited to transition meeting

Yes = Documentation that notice was sent to agency representatives or signature of agency representative on the IEP.

No= No documentation that the notice was sent to agency representatives nor was the signature of agency representative on the IEP.

NA = Statement or other evidence that no agency(s) identified at this time or student was 14 years of age or younger as of the date of the IEP.  

TR3

IDEA §300.320

(b)(1)

 

There is an appropriate measurable postsecondary goal that addresses education OR training after high school.

Yes = The IEP contains at least one appropriate postsecondary goal in the area of education or training that is: 

·Measurable 

·Founded in Present Levels, and

·Supported by assessment results

 No = The IEP does not contain a postsecondary goal in the area of education or training or the goal is not measurable or the goal does not align with present levels of performance and assessment results.

WVDE  July 2013

ITEM			

Authority

Compliance Item

Criteria

TR4

IDEA §300.320

(b)(1)

 

There is an appropriate measurable postsecondary goal that addresses employment after high school.

Yes = The IEP contains at least one appropriate postsecondary goal in the area of employment that is:

·         Measurable 

·         Founded in Present Levels and

·         Supported by assessment results

 No = The IEP does not contain a postsecondary goal in the area of employment, the goal is not measurable, or the goal does not align with present levels of performance and assessment results.

TR5

IDEA §300.320

(b)(1)

 

If needed, there is an appropriate measurable postsecondary goal that addresses independent living.

Yes = The IEP contains at least one appropriate postsecondary goal in the area of independent living that is:

·         Measurable 

·         Founded in Present Levels, and

·         Supported by assessment results

No= The IEP does not contain a postsecondary goal in the area of independent living, the goal is not measurable or the goal does not align with present levels of performance and assessment results.

NA= An independent living goal is not appropriate for the student.

TR6

IDEA §300.320

(b)(1)

 

Postsecondary goal(s) are based on age appropriate transition assessments.

Yes = The file contains documentation that age appropriate transition assessment(s) were used to develop student's postsecondary goals.

 No = The file does NOT contain documentation that age appropriate transition assessment(s) were used to develop student's postsecondary goals.

TR7

IDEA §300.320

(b)(2)

 

Transition services include courses of study that will enable the student to meet postsecondary goal(s).

Yes = Courses of study are indicated by Pathway and Cluster and are aligned to the postsecondary goals.

No = No Pathway or Cluster selected and/or not aligned to the postsecondary goals. 

TR8

IDEA §300.321

(b)(1)

 

There is evidence that the student was invited to the IEP meeting.

Yes = File contains the student's invitation to the IEP meeting or the student signature was on the IEP. 

No = File does NOT contain the student's invitation to the IEP meeting.

TR9

There are annual IEP goal(s) related to the student's transition services needs?

Yes = At least one area is indicated by checking an appropriate box and is connected to at least one annual goal.

No= No area has been selected and/or is not connected to at least one annual goal.

TR10

There are transition services in the IEP that will reasonably enable the student to meet his or her post-secondary goals.

YES = At least one or more activities/ linkages are addressed by selection of the party responsible and a description of services to be provided.

No=  No activity/ linkage has been addressed by selecting the party responsible and/or the description of service(s) to be provided is not present.
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Service Verification

Service Verification Checklist

Item

Authority

Compliance Item

Criteria

SV1

Specially designed service(s) are delivered as written on the IEP.

YES= Student and service provider's schedule align with specially designed minutes as 

           indicated on the IEP.

NO=   The student and/or service provider's schedule do not align with specially designed  

           minutes as indicated on the IEP.

First Name	

Last Name

DOB

(mm/dd/yyyy)

IEP Date

(mm/dd/yyyy)

Age

Grade

Exceptionality

WVEIS #

School
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CCoommpplliiaannccee  MMoonniittoorriinngg  DDaattaabbaassee  ((CCMMDD))  


INTITIAL SETUP 


The following steps are defined in detail within the 


provided support documents.  


STEP 1: Install Adobe Acrobat X Pro. 


 If needed, click HERE for step-by-step 


instructions 


 


 


STEP 2: Download/Save Database and Protocol. 


 Locate files for download  


 Download and save five files 


 


 


STEP 3: Distribute and Organize the Protocol Files 


 Data Collection 


 Data Export 


 


STEP 4: Analyze Data 


 Import to Excel 


 Reading the Report 


 


 


 


The Process: CMD 


ADOBE X Pro 


Software 


PDF Protocol 


ADOBE X Pro 


Database 


Microsoft 


EXCEL 






